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Keith Sketchley

From: Keith Sketchley <keith@moralindividualism.com>
Sent: June 9, 2020 7:51 AM
To: 'islandindividual@keithsketchley.com'
Subject: More riots in Canada and US continue the trend to deny what keeps us alive - our 

minds

More riots in Canada and the US continue an alarming trend of denying what keeps us alive – our 
mind, use of which is stopped by initiation of force. Causes are a mistaken notion of ‘culture’ and 
deliberate agitation by Marxism-based thugs who prey on people taught ‘inequality’ instead of 
‘content of character. 
 
Yet in a city with riots several years ago, black-skinned people fought to protect a whitey-owned store 
from rioters. Why would they do that? Probably because the store helped their lives by selling things 
they needed thus reducing their travel and time costs, because the owner dealt fairly with them, and 
because of an inherent sense of justice. 
 
At that time, a lawyer pointed out that prosecutors prefer black-skinned people as jurors, because 
they support justice. Perhaps some read history and recognized the cause of slavery was failure to 
protect individuals against initiation of force. But neo-Marxist politician Joe Biden claims they are not 
black if they support Donald Trumps desire to protect people, and Brunhilary Clinton looked down on 
poor people as ‘deplorables’. 
 
Voters are electing politicians who are against policing, including some in cities worst hit by riots. 
Lesser examples in the Victoria BC area include Ben Logrider Isitt, who works against funding of 
police, probably in part because he wants less opposition to his initiation of force such as his 
escapade in north Langford BC. His fellow traveller Jeremy Hateday Loveday claimed that in trying to 
protect residents of a homeless tenters’ camp police were ‘criminalizing poverty’ – as though poor 
people were inherently dishonest. 
 
Rioters are blaming police for social problems among black-skinned people, instead of recognizing 
that a corrupt ‘culture’ exists, exemplified by the violent young males who kill each other. They are 
cannon fodder for Marxism-based activists such as Saul Alinksy and antifa – read their manuals for 
example, which a US Congressperson just posed with. But Marxism couldn’t even feed people let 
alone treat them fairly and peacefully – look at North Korea today where starving residents are 
forbidden from accepting food from relatives in Communist China. 
 
And there’s probably an ‘injustice collecting’ psychology, as police note regarding the rampaging 
killer in Nova Scotia. Common in history and today, such as the female who claims discrimination 
when people actually reject her because she is an emotional control-minded bitch behaving like her 
mother and Yugoslavian ancestors. Police do need great leadership, which is difficult when working 
for scummy politicians. The RCMP degraded under long years of federal ‘Liberal’ government, such 
that they couldn’t handle a distraught person in Vancouver International Airport where they are 
supposed to be able to handle terrorists, and were naïve in Nova Scotia when the shooter got around 
roadblocks by driving across a field in a car police assumed he did not have. But the answer is not 
‘defunding’ police as even the conservative National Post newspaper is now advocating. 
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While activists claim they are rioting against Fascism (anti-fascism) in reality they are practising 
fascism – using the same tactics of mobs and claiming a cultural right to oppress and kill, as Adolf 
Hitler did. Tyrant wannabes use concerns of people to gain power, often by winning elections as 
Hitler and Chavez did then revealing their true nature in oppressive actions. 
 
The antidote is individual freedom supported by defense and justice systems. Yet politicians who 
claim they are concerned about poor people act against them by blocking them from building, 
earning, and being safe from thugs. 
 
Voters! If you truly care about your safety you should find and help elect candidates who will be 
stewards of the public trust, not erratic do-gooder control freaks who refuse to properly support the 
justice system. 
 
 
 

Humans are inherently good, but to thrive 
need protection against coercion by those who err. 
http://www.moralindividualism.com  
 

Keith Sketchley 
 
Saanich BC 
250-216-3966 

 


